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General Instructions :
The question paper is divided into three sections.
Section A : Reading 20 marks 
Section B : Writing and Grammar 25 marks 
Section C : Literature 25 marks 

 SECTION A : READING (20 marks)

1.(a)  Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow :    (5 Marks) 

  Laser light has four characteristics that distinguish it from the light produced by other 
 sources, eg., an electric bulb, a florescent lamp, or the sun. The light from these latter sources 
 travels in all directions. In contrast, laser light is highly directional: in other words, it travels 
 in only one direction. The laser has a variety of uses. For example, industrial lasers cut teeth 
 in saws, drill eyes in surgical needles and guide bulldozers. Surveyors use a laser range 
 finder to measure distances in making maps.

  In communications, a laser can transmit voice messages and television signals. The 
 laser has great advantages over electronic transmitters, such as those used to produce 
 radio and TV signals. In scientific research, the scientists are experimenting with laser to 
 separate isotopes of uranium. Lasers can also disclose even after 40 years, the fingerprint left 
 by a criminal on previously print-proof materials likes leather nor human skin.

  In military operations some types of bombs and artillery shells are guided to their 
 targets by laser beams. Current military research is attempting do develop high-energy 
 lasers that could destroy enemy aircraft and missiles-the USA’s Strategic Defence Initiative 
 (SDI) or ‘Star War’ Programme. Satellites bearing such lasers could one day form part of the 
 weapon systems in outer space.

 Questions :

 1. How does laser light travel ?

 2. What are the advantages of using laser over electronic transmitters ?

 3. How are laser beams useful in military operations ?

 4. How does the use of laser help in catching criminals even after 40 years ?

 5. Find the synonym for ‘disconnet’.

1.(b)  Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow :  (5 Marks)

    Sukhram Lodhi sat leaning against a rock, his turban over his eyes, the warmth of the 
  sun on his bare feet. His feet told him where he was. They knew the feel of the sand and the 
 stones, and the different kinds of grass.
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    To his right, a bird twittered. It seemed to Sukhram that he knew what it was saying. 
 Because he was blind, the birds and beasts let him into their world, made him a party to it. 
 He never spoke of this except to his brother Rajbit and his grandfather Shivpriya Chauhan. 
 They never laughed at him for his fancies.

    Sukhram was fourteen and he knew that people were sorry for him. But he thought, if 
 only they could guess how beautiful his world was, they would envy him. Most people did 
 not know about the little rustling in the grass. They did not know the feel of things, round 
 things like eggs, and water-wom stones, rough things like rocks, or of leather, or of skins. 
 They did not know anything about smells. They went through life with blind noses.

    Sukhram spent his time herding his father’s hundred goats. He knew them by the sound 
 of their cloven hoofs on the stones, by their smell. It was easy to herd goats. When Sukhram 
 called, they came. When he played the flute, they followed him over his father’s fields and 
 the hills beyond.

 Questions :

 1. Sukhram liked to share his felling with others when _____________ .

 2. He thought that the animals wanted him to _____________ .

 3. The difference between Sukhram and others was that _____________ .

 4. Sukhram could identify the goats _____________ .

 5. Pick out a word from the passage which means ‘a light noise’.

2.   Theme –"The cleaning up Campaign Sweeps across the Country" (5+5=10)

   (a) Arjun asked Pargat, "Where else can we dump our waste ?" Do you agree with his query? 
  Present your views with reference to the context of the case study.

   (b) Write a letter to the Editor of the Hindustan Times highlighting  the good work done by 
  the local municipal administration in cleaning your locality after you brought the 
  appalling condition to their notice.

   (*Please ensure that open text of the given theme is supplied with this question paper)

 SECTION B : WRITING & GRAMMAR (25 marks)

3.   Film and television leave a deep impression on young minds. Some recent cases of robbery 
 and murder were also found to be inspired by films. You are Vishal/Vibha and you fell that 
 filmmakers must take responsibility for influencing society and its youth. Write an article 
 on ‘‘The influence of films on youth’’ in about 100–120 words. (5 Marks)

 Suggested Value Points :

 l Films-the most powerful means of entertainment

 l Films influence the youth

 l Idolizing leads to adopting abusive language, violent ways

 l Should be instrumental in preparing good citizens

4. Write a short story on the basis of given clues in about 150-200 words : (10 Marks)

 Few friends at a party talked about ghosts. One of them was particularly lound in his scorn 
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of such things. The rest resolved to pay a joke on him. They went to a tree nearby in the 
evening and ......... .   

5. Read the passage given below and fill in the blanks by choosing the most appropriate 
words from the given options.    1×3=3 Marks

   Sir Winston Churchill was a British statesman, painter and writer who some have 
labelled as (a) ....................... greatest man ever to speak English language. But many call 
him the greatest English man (b) ....................... the present century. While in India, he taught 
himself (c) ....................... write good prose and he developed a grand masterly style which 
captured the greatness of his times.

 (a) (i) an (ii) the (iii) a (iv) nor

 (b) (i) and (ii) of (iii) but (iv) nor

 (c) (i) and (ii) on (iii) but (iv) to

6. In the following passage one word has been omitted in each line. Write the missing word 
along with the word that comes before and after it. 1×4=4 Marks

         Before Missing After

 We’ve known for long time that when (a) ............... ............... ...............

 we fill minds healthy, positive thoughts, (b) ............... ............... ...............

 it affects our body and improves health, (c) ............... ............... ...............

 This is just another way repeating this truth (d) ............... ............... ...............

7. Look at the word/phrases given below. Rearrange them to form meaningful sentences as 
shown in the example. Write the correct sentences in your answer sheet. 1×3=3 Marks 
 (a) young / are / people more / and / opting / more / for / a chart / diet / vegetarian

 (b) a / is / vegetarianism / growing / steadily / trend / of / because / health / reasons

 (c) are / curd / soybean / milk / good / non / vegetarian / substitutes / and / for / food

 SECTION C : LITERATURE (25 marks)

8. Read the extract given below and answer the questions that follow : 

Said the Kangaroo, ‘‘I’m ready!

All in the moonlight pale :

But to balance me well, dear Duck, sit steady!

And quite at the end of my tail!’’

So away they went with a hop and a bound

And they hopped the whole world three times round

And who so happy-O who

As the Duck and the Kangaroo ? 1×3=3 Marks 

 (a) How did the Kangaroo react ?

 (b) Where did the Kangaroo ask the Duck to sit ?

 (c) What is the rhyme scheme of the stanza ?
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9. Give answer the following questions :   2×4=8 Marks

  (i) Why did Bill’s hair go into panic mode’ ? 

 (ii) What measures did the writer adopt when he travelled alone ?
 (iii) It mandatory for the flight crew to go out of their way to ensure to comfort of the 

  passengers ? Do you agree ? Give reasons taking reference from the story’’ An Accident 
  Tourists.

 (iv) Describe how the beggar appeared when Sergei met him. 

10.  In the story, ‘The Bond of Love’, how are the values that depict ‘love is mutual’,  
illustrated ?   4 Marks

11. The voyage of Laputa seems to be less interesting as compared to other voyages. Why ? Give 
 reasons.  10 Marks

      OR

 Attempt character of the Emperor of Japan

      OR  

 Would you call  J. a workaholic ? Why/Why not ? Illustrate with instances from the novel 
 ‘‘Three Men in a Boat.’’ Also the attitude of the three friends towards work. 10 Marks

      OR

 As J. narrates his sailing experiences, in detail highlights the qualities of Jerome as a good 
storyteller.

 	 	 	 	 	 	 ll 
 



S U M M A T I V E SSA S S E S S M E N T

Section A : Reading

20 Marks

C H A P T E R

1
Unseen Passages

 Syllabus
This section will have two/three reading passages. The arrangement within the reading section is as  
follows :

 Q. 1a. A Factual passage of 200-250 words with five very short answer type question with one questions to  
test vocabulary.                                                                                                             5 marks

 Q. 1b. A Literary passage (Prose only-Fiction/Non-fiction) of 200-250 words with five short answer type 
questions to test inference, evaluation and analysis with one question to test vocabulary.

                                                                                                                                      5 marks

 Q. 2.  Open text based assessment (OTBA) with 1-2 long answer questions to test analytical thinking skills.  
                                                                                                                                                                 10 marks

Tips To Know :
Comprehension of passage : (Comprehension is the noun form of “Comprehend”) Comprehension of a passage 
means understanding it thoroughly. Below are given some instructions which will be found of great help in 
answering satisfactorily the questions set on a passage in your examination. 
1. Read the passage carefully two or three times so that the theme of the passage may be understood.
2.  Read the questions carefully and underline the relevant portion of the given passage which you feel should be 

the most suitable answer. 
3.  Now write answers to the questions in simple, easy and correct language. 
4. Remember that the answers should be your own composition. Do not try to copy the very word of the passage. 
5.  The answers must have sound grammatical construction. Great care should be taken in the use of punctuation also. 
6. Several answers should not be put in the same paragraph. Each answer should be given in a separate paragraph 

and should have its number, corresponding to that of the question. 
7. Sometimes we may be asked to replace the italicized words or phrases in the passage. For this the knowledge 

of “synonyms”, “antonyms” and “one word” substitution is necessary. 
8. Direct form of the narration, questions and exclamations should not form part of the precis. All of them should 

be transformed into statements. 

                    Passage Based Questions    (5 marks each)

1. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow :       1 × 5 = 5 

Laser light has four characteristics that distinguish it from the light produced by other sources, eg., an electric 
bulb, a florescent lamp, or the sun. The light from these latter sources travels in all directions. In contrast, laser light 
is highly directional: in other words, it travels in only one direction. The laser has a variety of uses. For example, 
industrial lasers cut teeth in saws, drill eyes in surgical needles and guide bulldozers. Surveyors use a laser range finder 
to measure distances in making maps.

In communications, a laser can transmit voice messages and television signals. The laser has great advantages 
over electronic transmitters, such as those used to produce radio and TV signals. In scientific research, the scientists are 
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experimenting with laser to separate isotopes of uranium. Lasers can also disclose even after 40 years, the fingerprint 
left by a criminal on previously print-proof materials likes leather nor human skin.

In military operations some types of bombs and artillery shells are guided to their targets by laser beams. Current 
military research is attempting do develop high-energy lasers that could destroy enemy aircraft and missiles-the USA’s 
Strategic Defence Initiative (SDI) or ‘Star War’ Programme. Satellites bearing such lasers could one day form part of the 
weapon systems in outer space.

 On the basis of your reading of the above passage, answer the following questions briefly : (1 × 5 = 5)

1. How does laser light travel ?

2. What are the advantages of using laser over electronic transmitters ?

3. How are laser beams useful in military operations ?

4. How does the use of laser help in catching criminals even after 40 years ?

5. Find the synonym for ‘disconnet’.  (Board 2014-15, Set-II, M)

Ans. 1. Unlike other sources, laser light is highly directional i.e. it travels in only one direction.
2. The advantage of using laser over electronic transmitters is that laser can transmit both voice message and 

television signals.
3. In military operations, laser beams are used in some types of bombs and artillery shells to reach their 

targets.
4.	 Laser	 helps	 in	 catching	 criminal	 even	 after	 40	 years	 through	 the	 finger–prints	 left	 by	 the	 criminal	 on	

previously print-proof materials like leather or human skin.
5. Separate

2. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow :       1 × 5 = 5 
Peter Morton woke-up with a start to face the first light. Rain tapped against the glass. It was January, the fifth.
He looked acrossat the other bed. Francis Morton was still asleep, and Peter lay down again with his eyes on his 

brother. It amused him to imagine it was himself whom he watched, the same hair, the same eyes, the same lips and line 
of cheek. But the thought palled, and the mind went back to the fact which lent the day importance. It was the fifth of 
January. He could hardly believe a year had passed since Mrs. Henne Falcon had given her last children’s party.

Francis turned suddenly upon his back and threw an arm across his face, blocking his mouth. Peter’s heart began 
to beat fast, not with pleasure now but with uneasiness. He sat up and called across the table. ‘‘Wake up.’’ Francis’s 
shoulders shook and he waved a clenched fist in the air, but his eyes remained closed. Peter cried again, ‘‘Wake up,’’ and 
once more there was silver light and the touch of rain on the windows.

Francis rubbed his eyes. ‘‘Did you callout ?’’ he asked.
‘‘You are having a bad dream,’’ Peter said. Already experience had taught him how far their minds reflected each 

other. But he was the elder, by a matter of minutes, and that brief extra interval of light, while his brother still struggled 
in pain and darkness, had given him self-reliance and an instinct of protection towards the other who was afraid of so 
many things.
 On the basis of your reading of the above passage, answer the following questions briefly : (1 × 5 = 5)

1. Peter Morton and Francis Morton were __________ brothers.
2. He felt pleased to watch his brother because __________ .
3. Peter felt uneasy when __________ .
4. Being elder, Peter had __________ .
5. Pick out a word from the passage which means ‘‘faded’’ (Board 2014-15, SEt-II, M)

Ans. 1.  twin
2.	 he	was	his	own	reflection.
3. he thought about Mrs. Henne Falcon’s last children’s party.
4. the brief extra interval of light which had given him self-reliance and an instinct of protection towards his 

brother.
5. ‘Palled.’ 

3. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow :       1 × 5 = 5 
People often assume that smiling in the face of adversity is a facade one puts up to hide the turbulence and 

sadness going on inside a person. However, researchers of a new study have found  that this might not actually be true 
and that trying to be happy can actually make a person feel happier and more positive.

USA researchers Yuna L. Ferguson and Kennon M. Shedon, in a study published in the Journal of Positive 
Psychology, described experiments they conduct into ‘trying to become happier.’ For the study, they divided the 
participants into two groups and made them listen to happy music. Findings of the study revealed that the participants 
who actively tried to feel happy while listening to the music reported a higher level of positive vibes after the study.
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The findings challenges earlier studies suggesting that actually trying to become happier was, in fact, counter-
productive. The results suggests that without trying individuals may not experience higher positive changes in 
their well-being. Thus practitioners and individuals interested in happiness and interventions might consider the 
motivational mindset as an important fact of improving well-being.

Depression can adversely affect the course and outcome and common chronic conditions, such as arthritis, 
cardiovascular disease, cancer, diabetes and obesity. Trying to be happy can help away depression and fight its symptoms.

 On the basis of your reading of the above passage, answer the following questions briefly : (1 × 5 = 5)

1. Give a suitable title to the passage.

2. Why do people pretend to smile in times of adversity ?

3. What is important for trying to become happier ?

4. How can trying to be happy help a depressed person ?

5. Find a synonym for ‘Persistent’ from the passage. (Based 2014-15, Set-II, E)

Ans. 1.  ‘Being Happy’.
2. People pretend to smile in times of adversity to hide the turbulence and sadness going on inside a person.
3. Motivational mind-set acts as an important fact in improving well-being of a person.
4. A depressed person trying to be happy can help keep away depression and flight its symptoms. 
5. ‘Chronic’.

4. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow :       1 × 5 = 5 

Sukhram Lodhi sat leaning against a rock, his turban over his eyes, the warmth of the sun on his bare feet. His 
feet told him where he was. They knew the feel of the sand and the stones, and the different kinds of grass.

To his right, a bird twittered. It seemed to Sukhram that he knew what it was saying. Because he was blind, the 
birds and beasts let him into their world, made him a party to it. He never spoke of this except to his brother Rajbit and 
his grandfather Shivpriya Chauhan. They never laughed at him for his fancies.

Sukhram was fourteen and he knew that people were sorry for him. But he thought, if only they could guess 
how beautiful his world was, they would envy him. Most people did not know about the little rustling in the grass. 
They did not know the feel of things, round things like eggs, and water-wom stones, rough things like rocks, or of 
leather, or of skins. They did not know anything about smells. They went through life with blind noses.

Sukhram spent his time herding his father’s hundred goats. He knew them by the sound of their cloven hoofs on 
the stones, by their smell. It was easy to herd goats. When Sukhram called, they came. When he played the flute, they 
followed him over his father’s fields and the hills beyond.

 On the basis of your reading of the above passage, answer the following questions briefly : (1 × 5 = 5)

1. Sukhram liked to share his felling with others when _____________ .

2. He thought that the animals wanted him to _____________ .

3. The difference between Sukhram and others was that _____________ .

4. Sukhram could identify the goats _____________ .

5. Pick out a word from the passage which means ‘a light noise’. (Board 2014-15, Set-II, E)

Ans. 1.  he felt that they could truly understand him.
2. have a feel and look into their beautiful world,
3. Inspite of being blind one could feel and enjoy the beautiful wonder’s of nature.
4. by the sound of their cloven hoofs on the stones and by their smell.
5. ‘Rustling.’

 

5. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow :     (5 Marks)

 Chocolate is liked by all irrespective of a child or an adult. Now-a-days, different types of edible products mixed 
with chocolate powder are available in the market. Some of them are chocolate ice-creams, chocolate coffee, chocolate 
tea and chocolate milk.

 A chocolate tree may sound like something made up in a book or film, but chocolate really does come from trees. 
A tree called ‘cocoa’ is the source of all cocoa powder and chocolate.

 Cocoa trees grow only in warm areas that get a lot of rain. Long fruits called ‘pods’ grow on these trees. Pods 
range in colour from bright yellow to deep purple. Inside the pods are rows of seeds called cocoa beans. Each is about 
the size and shape of a big fingernail. It is from these cocoa beans that we get one of the world’s favourite foods, i.e., 
chocolate.
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 A lot of things have to be done to the beans before they are formed into chocolate. The beans turn into a rich 
colour and begin to smell like chocolate after being left in a damp place for a few days. They are roasted and ground 
into a paste in a factory. A fatty yellow liquid ‘cocoa-butter’ has to be removed from the paste to make dry cocoa 
powder. The paste in fact is very bitter. So, a lot of sugar is mixed in it. The chocolate is then poured into moulds to 
harden into chocolate bars. 
 On the basis of your reading of the above passage, answer the following questions briefly : (1 × 5 = 5)

1. What is the source of chocolate ?

2. What kind of climate is most suitable for the cocoa trees to grow ?

3. How are cocoa beans made to smell like chocolate ?

4. How is cocoa powder made ?

5. The word in the last paragraph which means the opposite of ‘sweet’ is :

Ans. 1.  The source of chocolate is a tree called ‘cocoa’.
2.  Warm climate with lot’s of rain is most suitable for the cocoa trees to grow.
3. For cocoa beans to smell like chocolate, they are kept for a few days in a damp place.
4.  A fatty yellow liquid, ‘cocoa-butter’ is removed from paste to make dry cocoa powder. 
5.  ‘Bitter’.

 6. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow :     (5 Marks) 

 Etiquette is a set of rules which governs people’s behaviour. The rules of etiquette have of course changed as 
time has gone by. For instance, in the time of Henry-VIII in England, when forks were a rarity, most people ate with 
their fingers. Nowadays, it is not considered good manners to eat certain foods with fingers in England.
 Many rules of social behaviour have their origin in primitive times. Some customs, such as that of greeting 
people, began in those primitive days. Tribesmen would make signs or motions to show that they were friendly 
towards others they met.
 Later, kings and their courts decided the rules of behaviour. For example, at the British court of the late 1700s 
and early 1800s, etiquette not only covered good manners and behaviour, but also exactly how a man should dress.
 Certain customs from olden times are still in use today, although the reason for their existence has disappeared. 
For instance, in some countries it is a rule of etiquette that a man should walk on the right of a woman in the street. 
This rule is based on the fact that, in the days when men wore swords, walking on the lady’s right meant that the man’s 
sword arm was free for use if he were attacked.
 On the basis of your reading of the above passage, answer the following questions briefly : (1 × 5 = 5)

1. What is Etiquette ?

2. What did people use to eat food during the time of Henry-VIII in England ?

3. When did the custom of greeting people begin ?

4. Other than good manners and behaviour, what else was required in British Court ?

5. A synonym for ‘manner of acting or controlling yourself’ from the passage.

Ans. 1.  Etiquette is a set of rules which governs people’s behaviour.
2.  People used their fingers to eat food during the time of Henry-VIII in England.
3. It began during primitive days. When tribesmen would make signs or motions to indicate that they were 

friendly towards the other people they meet.
4.  A person that was also required to dressing certain way.
5.  Behaviour.

 7. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow :     1 × 5 = 5 

 It has been said that everyone lives by selling something. In the light of this statement, teachers live by selling 
knowledge, philosphers by selling wisdom and priests by selling spiritual comfort. Though it may be possible to 
measure the value of material goods in terms of money, it is extremely difficult to estimate the true value of the services 
which people perform for us. There are times when we would willingly give everything we possess to save our lives, 
yet we might grudge paying a surgeon a high fee for offering us precisely this service. The conditions of society are 
such that skills have to be paid for in the same way that goods are paid for at a shop. Everyone has something to sell.
 Tramps seem to be the only exception to this general rule. Beggars almost sell themselves as human beings to 
arouse the pity of passersby. But real tramps are not beggars. They have nothing from others. They have deliberately 
chosen to lead the life they have and are fully aware of the consequences. We often speak with contempt for tramps 
and put them in the same class as beggars, but how many of us can honestly say that we have not felt a little envious 
of their simple way of life and their freedom for care ?
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 On the basis of your reading of the above passage, answer the following questions briefly : (1 × 5 = 5)

1. What is the main idea of this passage ?

2. What do priests have to sell to others ?
3. What are the conditions of the society ?
4. What do beggars sell ?
5. Pick out the words from the passage which means :
 (a) knowingly (b) results

Ans. 1.  The main idea is that everyone lives by selling something.
2.  Priests offer spiritual comfort.
3. The true value of skills are paid in the same way that goods are paid at a shop.
4.  Beggars sell themselves as human beings to arouse the pity of passersby.
5.  (a) Deliberately (b) Consequences

 8. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow :     1 × 5 = 5 

 St. Francis was born in the town of Assisi in Italy. His father was a wealthy merchant, but he chose to be poor 
and help people in need. He went about barefoot tending the poor and the sick. He made many friends and felt that 
everything and every creature belonged to God’s great family. The animals were his brothers and the birds his little 
sisters.
 When Francis went to the town of Gubbio, he found the people in great distress because of a fierce wolf who 
carried off not only sheep and lambs but also little children.
 St. Francis reached the wolf’s den. When the wolf saw him it sprang forward and was about to leap upon him. 
“Brother wolf,” said Francis, “I command you in the name of Christ to do no more harm to anyone.” 
 Then the wolf came near and lay down at his feet. He said, “Brother wolf, you must make peace with the people 
of Gubbio. You must promise never to harm them. They, in turn, will always give you food.”
 Then Francis led the wolf to the town. All the people gathered in the market place. “My brothers,” he said to the 
people, “Do you promise to give food to Brother wolf everyday ?”
 “We do,” they replied.
 Turning to the wolf, Francis said, ‘‘Do you also promise these people to do them no harm ?”
 Then the wolf put its paw into St. Francis’ hand as a sign of its promise.
 The wolf kept its promise. The people were grateful to St. Francis. The wolf lived among them and they fed it 
daily.
 On the basis of your reading of the above passage, answer the following questions briefly : (1 × 5 = 5)

1. What did St. Francis decide ?
2. How did he treat animals and birds ?
3. What were the people of Gubbio afraid of ?
4. Why were the people of Gubbio grateful to St. Francis ?
5. Find a word from the passage which means :
 (a) A state of adversity (b) Attending to someone

Ans. 1.  St. Francis decided to live among the poor and help them in need.
2.  He treated them very kindly, animals were his brothers and birds were his little sisters.
3. The people of Gubbio were afraid of a fierce wolf who not only carried away their sheep but also their 

children.
4.  They were grateful as St. Francis has saved them from the wolf. 
5.  (a) Distress (b) Tending

 9. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow :     1 × 5 = 5 

 One of the most polluted rivers in India is the Ganga. This great river, flowing from the Himalayas to the 
Bay of Bengal, drains one-fourth of India’s land area. It supports millions of people who live in towns and cities and 
villages along its 2,500 km course. These people rely on the water of the Ganga for drinking, for industrial uses and 
for irrigating the land. The Ganga is also used by millions more who come to bathe in and drink the water of the most 
sacred Indian rivers. Each city and town adds its own waste  to the Ganga. Most of this is untreated human sewage 
(none of the 112 towns and cities along the Ganga has full sewage treatment facilities). The rest of the pollution comes 
from domestic garbage, industrial sewage, carcasses of animals and human corpses thrown into the river, and run-off 
from crop lands. Even though the Ganga has a high capacity for self-cleansing, it cannot keep up with all the wastes 
dumped into it. In many cities the water is unfit for drinking, cooking or bathing. Further downstream the quality 
improves as the river’s self-purification system has a chance to work. But then there is another city, town or factory 
dumping its untreated waste right into the Ganga. One of the most polluted stretches is the seven kilometre curve at 
Varanasi, where six million devotees come each year to bathe in (and add their dirt to) the holy river.
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 On the basis of your reading of the above passage, answer the following questions briefly : (1 × 5 = 5)

1. For what do the people rely on Ganga ?

2. How is Ganga serving millions of people ?

3. How is Ganga getting polluted ?

4. Which is the most polluted stretch of Ganga ?

5. Find a word from the passage which means ‘Throw away as refuse’.

Ans. 1.  People rely on Ganga for drinking water, for industrial uses and for irrigating the land.
2.  Ganga is serving millions of people who come to bathe in and drink the water of the most sacred river.
3. Ganga is getting polluted by the untreated human sewage, domestic garbage, industrial sewage and 

carcasses of animals and human corpses which are thrown into the river.
4.  The seven kilometre curve at Varanasi is the most polluted stretch of Ganga.
5.  Dumping.

10. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow :     1 × 5 = 5 

 Many people believe that animals possess a sixth sense and know when the earth is going to shake. Some experts 
believe that animals’ more acute hearing helps them to hear or feel earth’s vibration. They can sense an approaching 
disaster long before humans realise what’s going on.

 We cannot be sure whether animals have a sixth sense or not. But the fact is that the giant waves that rolled 
through the Indian Ocean killed more than 1,50,000 people in a dozen countries but not many animals have been 
reported dead.

 Along India’s Cuddalore Coast, where thousands of people perished when hit by Tsunami on 26 December 
2004, buffaloes, goats and dogs were found unharmed. The Yala National Park in Sri Lanka is home to a variety of 
animals including elephants, leopards and 130 species of birds. Sixty visitors were washed away from Patangala Beach 
inside the park; but no animal carcasses were found except for two wild buffaloes. 

 A Sri Lankan gentleman who lives on the coast near Galle said that his two dogs would not go for their daily run 
on the beach. That day they refused to go and most probably, that saved his life.

 On the basis of your reading of the above passage, answer the following questions briefly : (1 × 5 = 5)

1. How do animals come to know when the earth is going to shake ?

2. What happened when Tsunami hit the Indian Ocean ?

3. Why did the dogs refuse to go for their daily run on the beach.

4. The Yala National Park is home to which animals ?

5. The word in the passage that means ‘extremely sharp’ is :

Ans. 1.  The animals have more acute hearing which helps them to hear or feel earth’s vibration before humans.
2.  Tsunami hit more people than animals.
3. The dogs sensed the danger of the Tsunami.
4.  It is home to a variety of animals including elephants, leopards and 130 species of birds. 
5.  Acute.

11. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow :     1 × 5 = 5 

 Decision-making is a very vital part of our life. This is because what we are today is largely a result of the 
decisions we took in the past. Similarly whatever happens tomorrow will be a result of the decisions we take in the 
present. It is not possible to reverse the wrong decisions taken in the past but it is possible to train ourselves into 
becoming a good decision maker for the future. If we do not, we shall end up doing what we have always done and 
thus get what we have always got. Philosopher Walter Kaufman has called this Decidophobia.
 Those who avoid taking decision leave everything to chance and float along life with ‘what will be, will be’ 
attitude.
 To enhance our decision-making, we must first of all gather as much information as possible about the issue 
before we make our decision. We might be heading for a failure, if our decisions are based on halfbaked information.
 Being clear about your goals can facilitate decision making. If we know exactly where we want to be or what we 
want to do in the next five years or even ten, we will decide, to undertake actions which will lead us to our goals. So, 
outline your short-term and long-term goals in black and white.

 On the basis of your reading of the above passage, answer the following questions briefly : (1 × 5 = 5)

1. Why is decision-making an important part of our life ?

2. What does ‘What will be, will be attitude’ mean ?
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3. What will happen if our goals are clear ?

4. What should we do to enhance our decision-making ?

5. Find a word from the passage which is opposite to ‘unimportant’.
Ans.  1.  Decision-making is important because our present and future depends on it.

2.  It means that those who avoid taking decision leave everything to chance or fate.
3. It will help in taking right steps towards the right direction to achieve our goals.
4.  We must first gather as much information as possible about the issue before making any decision.
5.  Vital.

12. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow :     1 × 5 = 5 
 In 1962, Dr. Sarabhai and Dr. Bhabha were looking for a site to establish for space research station in the 
equatorial region. Thumba in Kerala was found most suitable as it was near the equatorial region and was ideally 
suited for ionospheric research. The locality, however, was inhabited by thousands of fishermen living in the villages 
there. It also had a beautiful church called St. Mary Magdalene Church and the Bishop’s house. As such, the acquisition  
of the land did not move any further.
 Dr. Sarabhai met the Bishop. His Excellency Rev. Dr. Peter Bernard Peteira on a Saturday and requested transfer 
of the property. The Bishop smiled and asked him to meet him the next day. In the Sunday morning service, the Bishop 
told the congregation, ‘‘My children, I have a famous scientist with me who wants our church and the place I live 
for the work of space science and research. Science seeks truth that enriches human life. The higher level of religion 
is spirituality. The spiritual preachers seek the help of the Almighty to bring peace to human minds. In short, what 
Vikram is doing and what I am doing are the same—both science and spirituality seek the Almighty’s blessings for 
human prosperity in mind and body. Children, can we give them God’s abode for a scientific mission ?’’ There was 
silence for a while followed by a hearty ‘Amen’ from the congregation which made the whole church reverberate.
 On the basis of your reading of the above passage, answer the following questions briefly : (1 × 5 = 5)

1. What were Dr. Sarabhai and Dr. Bhabha looking for ?
2. Which place was found to be most suitable ?
3. Why did the acquisition of land not move further ?
4. What similarity did the Bishop show between his work and Dr. Sarabhai’s work ?
5. Find a word from the passage which means ‘An assemblage of People’.

Ans. 1.  They were looking for a site to establish for space research station in the equatorial region.
2.  Thumba in Kerala was found to be the most suitable.
3. It did not move further because thousands of fishermen lived, there was a church and Bishop’s house.
4.  Both science and spirituality seek the Almighty’s blessing for human prosperity.
5.  Congregation.

13. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow :     1 × 5 = 5 
 I soon realised that it was not going to be difficult to get involved in India. From the day I arrived I was 
surrounded by the friends of my predecessors who introduced me to, the staff of All India Radio, the members of the 
Press Club and my new neighbours. It’s through them that I became involved in their country.
 That, of course, is only part of the truth. I’m drawn to India by its beauty, particularly its natural beauty. 
Recently, I was beside a campfire in the great Himalayan National Park, watching the snow covered mountains glitter 
in the sunset. A week later I was in Kerala, in the extreme South, sitting in my bathing trunks, looking out over the 
Arabian Sea. There are smells of India too, which evoke such nostalgia—the dry scent of early summer in Delhi as the 
blue jacarandas, the scarlet gulmohars and other trees come into flower and the freshness of the first scent of pine trees 
in the foothills of the Himalayas. There are folk songs and the classical music. There’s the colour of festivals, the solemn 
dignity of the great mosques, temples and the water of sacred tank in which the Golden Temple stands.
 All these kept me in India, but they are not the whole. I would need a poet to describe what India means to me, 
and I am no poet. I can only say that I’m not alone among foreigners in believing there is nowhere like India, and no 
people like Indians. I am perhaps more unusual for a foreigner in that I have been accepted as a part of India.   
       —by Mark Tully
 On the basis of your reading of the above passage, answer the following questions briefly : (1 × 5 = 5)

1. Why did the writer feel it was easy to get involved in India ?
2. With whom does the writer associate India with ?
3. Why was the writer’s experience unusual than those of other foreigners ?

4. What are the two words which best describe the tone of the writer.

5. Find a word from the passage which means ‘One who precedes you in time’.

Ans. 1.  It was easy to get involved because he found many friends who helped him get involved in India.
2.  The writer associates India with a variety of scents of flowers and trees, festivals, folk songs, etc.
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